
No matter how ill-advised America’s misadventure in Vietnam may have been,

the errors of our leaders cannot be allowed to mitigate Fonda’s activities in Hanoi.1

For better or worse, the United States was committed in South Vietnam, and in a man-

ner approved by each of the three branches of our federal government: by the presi-

dent, as Commander-in-Chief who ran the war; by Congress, as the war-declaring

(or, as in the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, war-authorizing) and funding branch; and

by the courts, which consistently turned back constitutional challenges to the war’s

legitimacy. While America’s commitment in South Vietnam may have been ill-ad-

vised—even immoral—it was legal. That being so, the only appropriate and demo-

cratic way to oppose the war was politically—which is precisely what happened when

anti-war sentiment forced Lyndon Johnson to stand down in the ¡968 presidential

election.

It was unfair to vent one’s frustration with the war on those who—some volun-

tarily, others involuntarily—sought to serve their country honorably in what was, at

root, a no-win situation, both for them and for the United States.

It was unpatriotic to defame American servicemen and women.

It was defamatory to paint them as the killers of innocent men, women and chil-

dren.

It was beneath contempt to exploit American prisoners of war.

It was unconscionable—perhaps even criminal—for American citizens to assist

the international propaganda machine of the Communist North Vietnamese.

It was immoral for Americans to exploit a freedom they took for granted, to fur-

ther the cause of the enemy.

And it would not have been unreasonable for a jury to have concluded that Jane

Fonda intentionally betrayed the United States of America in North Vietnam by com-

mitting at least one overt act giving aid and comfort to our Nation’s enemy.

Although there is no legal statute of limitations for the crime of treason—“An

indictment for any o›ense punishable by death [that is, treason] may be found at any

time without limitation”2—no legal indictment will ever be laid against Jane Fonda.

But there is another kind of indictment: a moral one. And that one, too, has no

statute of limitations. Nor should it.

Benedict Arnold and Aaron Burr escaped legal punishment as contemptible trai-

tors, yet their names were, appropriately, sullied for all time. The names Axis Sally

and Tokyo Rose remain synonymous with betrayal of their country. Apart from legal

guilt, these four names have become generic descriptions of persons whose conduct
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was morally reprehensible at times when their country was at risk. So, too, with Jane

Fonda.

It is a moral imperative to treat Fonda with the same contempt—if one under-

stands the meaning of morality. “Moral” is conventionally defined as “relating to, deal-

ing with, or capable of making the distinction between, right and wrong in conduct.”3

“Right and wrong.” That says it all. 

It was right for the democratic process to elect leaders who made choices about

Vietnam, even if those choices were mistaken. It was right for people to repudiate

those leaders when their policies became discredited. It was right for America to care

about her fighting men, and to work to repatriate our prisoners of war. It was right

for those POWs to resist, usually at risk of life and limb. 

And, so, it was wrong for Jane Fonda to journey to hostile North Vietnam and

there make her pro–Communist, anti–American broadcasts, go on her tours, frater-

nize with the enemy, and engage in all the other activities from which our foes

benefited. 

When we pass this moral judgment on Jane Fonda, we recognize that moral val-

ues are a transcendent, indispensable, concern to civilized people—and in possess-

ing, defending, and living by those values, we rise above those who betray them.
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1. Although Fonda’s perfidy is known, it is
not well known that other Americans preceded
Fonda to Hanoi, eager to feed the Communists’
propaganda machine. Their conduct set the stage
for Jane Fonda’s July ¡972 pilgrimage. They, like
Fonda after them, would give the North Viet-
namese what they needed: propaganda aimed at
legitimizing the North’s attack on the South and
undermining U.S. military attempts to defend

South Vietnam. Each wave of these activists who
journeyed to Hanoi and did their propaganda
work on behalf of the North, and then returned
with impunity to the United States, unpunished,
made it easier for the next wave—and ultimately
for Fonda, herself. 

2. Title ¡8, United States Code, Section 328¡.
3. Webster’s New American Dictionary of the

American Language, 925.
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REPORT ON JANE FONDA’S ACTIVITIES, STATEMENT ON BOMBED DIKES

Hanoi VNA in English to Havana [XX]

[for Nguyen Duy Phuc, correspondent of Voice of Vietnam]

[Text] Hanoi—Visiting American actress Jane Fonda July ¡2 went to see the dikes bombed by

American planes the day before in Nam Sach district, Hai Hung Province. She noted that in

the area she visited, it was easy to see that there are no military targets ,there is no important

highway, there is no communication network and there is no heavy industry. In her assess-

ment, the U. S. has made deliberate attacks on dikes to jeopardize life and terrorise the peo-

ple.

Later she visited Hong Phong village, remote locality far from major communication lines and

industrial centres. On July ¡¡, at daybreak when the villagers were about to begin farm work,

U. S. war planes raced in and wantonly bombed a hamlet in the village. Many houses were

blasted, fruit trees mangled and household furniture was seriously damaged. Two old per-

sons were killed and many others wounded.

Jane Fonda felt great indignation at this U. S. attack on civilian populations. In the past few days,

she had contacts with many workers, peasants and intellectuals to gather information. She called

on the special representation of the RSV in Hanoi, had conversations with a number of fighters,

artists and victimized people coming from South Vietnam. She was cordially received by Nguyen

Phu Soai, acting head of the special representation.

Statement by Jane Fonda, After Visiting Dikes and Dams at Nam Sach Hit by U. S. Aircraft

Yesterday morning on [XX], I went to the district of Nam Sach to see the damage that has

been done to the dikes in that district. And I wondered what has been going on with the

hands of those who were pulling the lever and dropping the bombs on the fields and on the

dikes of the Red River Delta. Do you know, for example, that for centuries since the Middle
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Ages, the Vietnamese peasants have built, built up, and reinforced a great complex network

of dikes which hold back the torrential water of the rivers flowing down from the mountains

in summer during the monsoon season.
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Without these dikes ¡5 million people’s lives would be endangered, and would die by drown-

ing and by starvation. Anthony Lewis from the New York Times wrote an article just before I

left the U. S. in which he said that successive U. S. administrations had rejected the ideas of

bombing the dikes in the Red River Delta, because they all felt the dikes aren’t entirely mili-

tary targets. This was the type of terrorist tactic that is unworthy of American people and of

American flags. But today, American Phantom jets are bombing the strategic points in the dike

networks in this area.

In the area where I went yesterday it was easy to see that there are no military targets. There

is no important highway, there is no communication network, there is no heavy industry. These

are peasants. They grow rice and they rear pigs. They are similar to the farmers in the mid-

west many years ago in the U. S. They are happy people, peace-loving people. When I went

by walking on the way to the dikes to see the damage, would it be made enough I was an Amer-

ican and I was afraid of the reaction would be taken by the local people. [Sentence as received]

But they looked at me curiously and I saw no hostility in their eyes. I looked very carefully. I

thought curiously. I am the woman. They seemed to be asking themselves: What kind of peo-

ple can Americans be, those who would drop all kinds of bombs, so carelessly on their inno-

cent heads, destroying their villages and endangering the lives of these millions of people.

Fuller Version of Statement

Hanoi VNA International Service in English [XX]

[Text] Hanoi VNA July ¡4—Contrary to the statement of U. S. Assistant Secretary of Defense

Daniel Henkin who claimed that U. S. planes on July ¡2 only hit military targets in Nam Sach

district, about 60 kilometers east of Hanoi, actress Jane Fonda now on a visit to North Viet-

nam asserted that “there was no military target” in the bombed area.

She went to the place shortly after the raid took place and made this comment over Voice of

Vietnam Radio, addressing all the U. S. servicemen involved in the bombing of North Vietnam:

Yesterday morning, [XX], I went to the district of Nam Sach to see the damage that has been

done to the dikes in that district, and I wondered what has been going on with the hands of

those who are pulling the lever and dropping the bombs on the fields and on the dikes of the

Red River Delta. Do you know, for example, that for centuries since the middle ages, the Viet-

namese peasants have built up and reinforced a great complex network of dikes which hold

back the torrential water of the rivers flowing down from the mountains in summer during

the monsoon seasons? Without these dikes ¡5 million people’s lives would be endangered, and

would die by drowning and by starvation. Anthony Lewis from the New York Times wrote an

article just before I left the U. S. in which he said that successive U. S. administrations had re-

jected the idea of bombing the dikes in the Red River Delta, because they all felt the dikes are

not entirely military targets and that this was the type of terrorist tactic that is unworthy of

American people and American flags. But today, as you know better than I, American Phan-

tom jets are bombing strategic points in the dike networks in this area.

I (?implore) you, I beg you to consider what you are doing. In the area where I went yester-

day it was easy to see that there are no military targets, there is no important highway, there

is no communication network, there is no heavy industry. These are peasants. They grow rice

and they rear pigs.
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They are similar to the farmers in the midwest many years ago in the U.S. Perhaps your grand-

mothers and grandfathers would not be so di›erent from these peasants. They are happy peo-

ple, peace-loving people. When I went by walking on the way to the dikes to see the damage,

would it be made enough I was an American and I was afraid of the reaction would be taken

by the local people. [Sentence as received] But they looked at me curiously and I saw no hos-

tility in their eyes. I looked very carefully. I thought curiously. I saw the women. They seemed

to be asking themselves: What kind of people can Americans be, those who would drop all

kinds of bombs, so carelessly on their innocent heads, destroying their villages and endan-

gering the lives of these millions of people.

All of you in the cockpits of your planes, on the aircraft carriers, those who are loading the bombs,

those who are repairing the planes, those who are working on the 7th Fleet, please think what you

are doing.

Are these people your enemy? What will you say to your children years from now who may ask

you why you fought the war? What words will you be able to say to them?
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Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War [XX]

[Text] Last week, actress Jane Fonda visited Hanoi’s Bach Mai hospital which was seriously

damaged by U.S. bombs during a recent air raid. After the visit she had this to talk to Amer-

ican servicemen still involved in the Vietnam war. [Follows recorded female voice with Amer-

ican accent]

This is Jane Fonda speaking from Hanoi, and I’m speaking particularly to the U.S. service-

men who are stationed on the aircraft carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin, in the 7 th Fleet, in the

Anglico Corps in the south of Vietnam.

You are very far away, perhaps, and removed from the country that you’re being ordered to

shoot shells at and bomb. And so it’s perhaps very hard for you to to understand in concrete

human terms what the e›ects of, of these bombs and these shells are having.

I’m sure if you knew what was inside the shells that you’re dropping, you would ask yourself as,

as I have been doing for the last few days since I have seen the victims: What do the men who

work for Honeywell and the other companies in the United States that invent and, and, and make

these weapons—what do they think in the morning at breakfast? What do they dream about

when they sleep at night?

Yesterday, I went through the war museum in Hanoi, where there is a display of all the di›erent

kinds of antipersonnel weapons the di›erent kinds of bombs, the guava bomb, the pineapple

bomb, the spider bomb, di›erent kinds of shells that contain toxic chemicals, the new kinds

of napalm, combinations of napalm and phosphorus and thermite. The list is endless as are

the, the victims from these weapons. And, it absolutely amazed me, the length to which man’s

mind—or at least some men in the United States—their minds have gone to create new ways

of killing people. They must want to die very much themselves to think this much about new

ways of killing people.

7648

I don’t know what your o‡cers tell you that you are dropping on this country. I don’t know what

your o‡cers tell you, you are loading, those of you who load the bombs on the planes. But, one

thing that you should know is that these weapons are illegal and that’s not, that’s not just rhetoric.

They are outlawed, these kind of weapons, by several conventions of which the United States was
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a signatory—two Hague Weapons And the use of these bombs or the condoning the use of these

bombs makes one a war criminal.

The men who are ordering you to use these weapons are war criminals according to international

law, and in, in the past, in Germany and in Japan, men who were guilty of these kind of crimes

were tried and executed.

Now I know that you are not told these kind of things, but, you know, history changes. We’ve

witnessed incredible changes for example in the United States in the last 5 years. The as-

tounding victory that has just been won by George McGovern, for example, who, who was

nominated by the Democratic Party, is an example of the kind of changes that are going on—

an example of the overwhelming, overwhelming feeling in the United States among people

to end the war. McGovern represents all that is good to these people. He represents an end to

the war, an end to the bombing.

The women and the mothers in the United States are weeping for the damage and death and

destruction that is being caused to the mothers of Vietnam. Very soon, very soon even the

people in the United States who have not yet spoken out will be admitting that this war is the

most terrible crime that has ever been created against humanity.

It may be very di‡cult for you who have been asked to fight it to, to think about the war in

a new kind of way, to not think about it in an abstract way, to not think about it as some, sole

land down there underneath your planes or beyond the sight of your guns, that is just sand

or rubble or trees with a lot of gooks or Charlies or whatever you’ve been taught to call the

people who live here.

This is a country that is 4,000 years old. It is a very rich country, it has a rich culture, it has

a rich, a rich growth. The trees are lush, the flowers are beautiful. I’ve been in many coun-

tries around the world, I have traveled widely, I’ve been very fortunate. Never in my life have

I been in a country of people that are so loving, and so nonalienated. They are truly at peace

with their land and with each other. What do you see in the streets? You see people holding

hands, arms around each other, helping each other, talking to each other, hugging each other,

working together in the fields. These are peasants. These are people who are used to being

part of their land. Their clothes are stained with the land, their houses are made with land.

There’s an expression which is used to describe Vietnamese women, which says: Feet in the

dust and hands in the mud. And you see all these beautiful Vietnamese women leaning over

in the rice fields, with their hands in the mud planting the rice. Their pagodas are made of

mud.

And their land is being destroyed. Why? Certainly not for anything that is in your interests,

the soldiers of the United States, or in the interests of any of the people in the United States

except the very few people who are determined to prevent the nation of Vietnam from achiev-

ing freedom and independence. 
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How this came about is an astonishing thing. How it is that a country like the United States

of America, which fought for its own freedom and independence, has become a nation which

will deprive another nation of freedom and independence is something that we will all have

to answer one day. We’ll all have to find out how this came about. But right now, we must,

we must stop, we must stop dropping these bombs on the people of Vietnam.

I visited a hospital today, the Bach Mai hospital. I saw a huge bomb crater in the center of the

hospital. It was obviously dropped there on purpose. With the kind of bombs, the kind of
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techniques that have been developed now, you know, particularly you pilots know, that acci-

dents like that don’t happen. This was no accident. It destroyed wards filled with patients. It

destroyed hospital equipment. It killed some doctors. It is a terrible thing to see what has been

done.

Why? Why do you do this? Why do you follow orders telling you to destroy a hospital or bomb

the schools. Do you know what happens to the women when the napalm that you’re dropping

lands on them? You have no idea. Deformed hands, necks twisted out of shape, women with

five children who were working women who are used to working with their hands, who were

lovely and alive and graceful—the way Vietnamese women are with the long black hair—

twisted out of shape, not dead, not spared the pain and the misery of living as a mutilated

person, forever in physical pain.

Why, why is this being done? The victims in the hospitals with thousands of holes in their body,

from the steel pellets that are being dropped, and even worse now the Nixon administration has

gone one step further from the Johnson administration—the steel pellets have been perfected,

they’re now plastic, rough-edged plastic. Why? Because plastic doesn’t show up on X-rays,

which means that these people spend the rest of their lives with their bodies filled with plastic

pellets and every time they move, it causes excruciating agony.

The women that I have talked to who were not even under your bombs but came to help vic-

tims of the chemical bombs, and the chemical toxic gasses were so strong that even after the bomb,

long after the bomb had exploded when these women came to save the other people, they got

sick. And, and weeks and months later they still—they pass out, they have headaches, they

are losing their memory. Women who, who were pregnant are, are, are giving birth to de-

formed babies.

How can it be that the people of the United States have caused this kind of terrible, terrible

su›ering on a nation so far away? On a nation that has caused us no harm? I mean, what do

you think? That the Vietnamese people are going to row across the Pacific in canoes? So I ask

you and I will continue to ask you as long as I am here and I ask you as an American and I ask

you because I cry every night when I think of, of what these people are having to go through, and

I cry every night, when I think of the danger that is being done to them because of the bombing

of their dikes. And I say why? And I say that the time has come for us to stop it. [recording ends]

That was American movie actress Jane Fonda addressing U.S. servicemen involved in the In-

dochina War.

K 22

FURTHER REPORTS ON JANE FONDA’S ACTIVITIES IN DRV

Report on Nam Dinh Visit

Hanoi in English to Europe, Africa and the Middle East 2000 GMT ¡9 Jul 72 B

[Text] U. S. warplanes have conducted savage airstrikes on Nam Dinh, North Vietnam’s third

largest city. The e›ects bear an extermination character.
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American actress Jane Fonda, now in North Vietnam, on [XX] visited the bombed city. Fol-

lows her address to American servicemen involved in the Vietnam war after visiting Nam

Dinh: [follows recorded female voice with American accent]

I was taken to all parts of the city. I saw with my own eyes that in this city which is the tex-

tile capital of Vietnam, there are no military targets.
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I saw for example, on Hang Tien Street, bombed on the 23d of June, huge bomb craters which

had destroyed houses in this very populated residential section of town. There were two

women who were picking through the rubble left by the bombs and they came over and spoke

to me. One of the women said that she’d been at the market when the bomb fell on the top of

her house. Her house has been turned into a huge bomb crater. Her husband and three chil-

dren were all killed. Her oldest son was 25 years old, her next oldest son had been 22, and her

youngest son was ¡8. Three families in this area were entirely destroyed by the bombs.

As I walked through the streets, beautiful Vietnamese girls looked at me through the doors

and returned my smile. Their eyes seemed to be questioning: How is it that the Americans

can do this to our city? We have done nothing to them.

I saw a secondary school where 600 students from 5th to 7th grade had been in class. The

school had been hit by two bombs. I saw the center of a Chinese residential district, bombed—

three places—houses razed to the ground.

The number ¡ hospital of the city which had had 200 beds and it treated people from all over

the city, large parts of it had been completely destroyed, particularly the pediat—pediatrics

department and the supply dep—er—department where the medicines had been kept.

The large factory, the textile factories of Nam Dinh, in charred ruins. No one isn’t [as heard]

allowed to go in there because there are delayed reaction bombs.

I went to the dike, the dike system of the city of Nam Dinh. Just this morning at 4 o’clock it

was bombed again, and I was told that an hour after we left the city, planes came back and

rebombed Nam Dinh. The dike in many places has been cut in half and there are huge fissures

running across the top of it.

Again, I am talking about these things and I am describing to you what I am seeing on the

ground because I think that you must not understand that the destruction is being caused to

civilian populations and residential areas, to cultural centers. I saw the pagodas bombed in

Nam Dinh. The area in which there are theaters where people come to rest, the recreation cen-

ters were all destroyed in Nam Dinh.

What are your commanders telling you? How are they justifying this to you? Have you any

idea what your bombs are doing when you pull the levers and push the buttons?

Some day we’re going to have to answer to our children for this war. Some day we are going

to have to explain to the rest of the world how it is that we caused this type of su›ering and

death and destruction to a people who—who have done us no harm. Perhaps we should start

to do it now before it is, too late.

Perhaps, however, the most important thing that has to be said about Vietnam is that despite

all that Nixon is doing here and that Johnson has done before him, despite all the bombs, the

people are more determined than ever to fight.

765¡

Take Nam Dinh for example. There are people who are still living in Nam Dinh. The facto-

ries have been dispersed and they are still working. There is still electricity. People are going

about their business.

Perhaps the most important thing that can be said about Vietnam at this time is that in spite

of, or perhaps because of, the bombs and the destruction that has been caused by the Nixon

administration and was caused by the Johnson administration before him (?to) Vietnam, the

resistance and the determination to resist has spread to every district, to every village, to

every hamlet, to every house and to every Vietnamese heart.
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This is very important to understand. Every man, woman and child in this country has a de-

termination like a bright flame, burying them, strengthening their determination to go for-

ward, to fight for freedom and independence.

And what interests me so much is that as an American, is that this is so much like the essence

of the American people. The one unifying quality I believe about the American people, the

common denominator that we all share, is the love for freedom and democracy. The problem

is that the definition of, of freedom and democracy has been distorted for us and we have to

redefine what that means. But the Vietnamese who have been fighting for 4,000 years know

very well.

And as in Nam Dinh for example, all the rubble and all of the destruction has not stopped

them. It is fascinating to see. There are people still living there, there is still electricity in the

city. The factories have been dispersed, but it is still working. The textiles are still being pro-

duced. Families are still producing food for a (?certainty). They are still going to the markets,

and they are still ready to pick up a gun if necessary and defend their homes and their land.

[recording ends]

That was Jane Fonda’s address to American servicemen involved in the Vietnam war after vis-

iting U. S. bombed city of Nam Dinh.

Fonda on Quang Tri Liberation

Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese [XX]

[Statement by actress Jane Fonda: first few words in English, fading into Vietnamese transla-

tion—recorded]

[Text] I am Jane Fonda. I am in Hanoi. All of us know that you, Vietnamese friends, are fight-

ing for the just cause and the truth. Therefore, you do not have to bomb or imprison the peo-

ple.

You friends might wonder why after waging the special war of [words indistinct] after the

United States introduced a million U. S. infantry troops into Vietnam and after carrying out

the Vietnamization program, all these strategies have failed. These strategies might be changed,

but they have only been aimed at supporting the policy of turning South Vietnam into a U.

S. neocolony. Why is Nixon, while speaking of peace and ending the war, sending many more

U. S. aircraft to Vietnam and bombing on a scale unprecedentedly massive in the history of

war? Because Nixon is trying to check the people’s war of the Vietnamese people, 90 percent

of whom are peasants who are intent on regaining power, determining their own destiny, ac-

quiring land and plowing and transplanting for themselves.
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The situation in Quang Tri is very interesting. When the liberation troops entered Quang Tri

and, in coordination with the peasants, liberated this province, all the people in the province

arose like birds breaking out of their cages, as pointed out by a journalist back from Quang

Tri. Why did the people arise? Why were they capable of defeating all the army units Thieu

sent to Quang Tri? Why can they continue to fight despite the bombs and shells falling on their

heads? Because they are free. Because they are fighting for freedom and are protecting their

4,000-year history and their future. They are protecting the sacrifices and the blood shed by

their ancestors as well as their parents, children, brothers and sisters.

They have set up an administration. It is very interesting to note that some former members

of the puppet army are participating in this administration. Many former members of the pup-

pet administration in Quang Tri Province have now been elected by the people to the newly
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formed people’s committees. Why is that? Because the people know that these persons did not

betray them and did little harm to them. These persons previously were coerced or bribed by

the Saigon administration.

Therefore, we find here an inspiring practical example of concord, a model of the tolerance

of the Vietnamese people and a concrete example proving that one of the seven points set forth

by the PRGRSV has been realized, whereby the revolutionary forces, various political and re-

ligious tendencies, neutralists and members of the present Saigon administration can coop-

erate with one another as Vietnamese patriots standing for their country’s independence,

freedom and democracy.

We Americans can also appreciate this because one of the revolutionary slogans adopted by

patriot Patrick Henry was “liberty or death.” This slogan is not very di›erent from President

Ho Chi Minh’s “Nothing is more valuable than independence and freedom” slogan.

Press Conference

Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese [XX]

[Recorded reportage]

[Text] On the evening of [XX] artist Jane Fonda, a well-known American pacifist visiting the

northern part of our country, held a press conference at the Hanoi International Club. At-

tending were many domestic and foreign journalists.

In her opening statement Jane Fonda pointed out the following reasons for her current visit

to our country: To discover the truth about the bombing the Nixon administration is trying

to deny before the U. S. public and to discover facts about our country’s overall situation that

is being slanderously distorted by many American newspapers.

She gave a detailed account of what she had seen and heard while visiting hospitals, schools,

factories, dikes and dams, cities and villages which were destroyed by U. S. bombs and shells

and where definitely no military targets were found. She recalled the very emotional contacts

she had with many of our people of various strata.

Recalling her visit to seven U. S. aggressor pilots detained in the north, she said all of them

were healthy and repentant and hoped that the Vietnam war would soon end.

Artist Jane Fonda laid special emphasis on the undeniable crimes of the Nixon administra-

tion which bombed and strafed dikes and dams.
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Sister Fonda indignantly said: [first two sentences in English, fading into Vietnamese trans-

lation—recording] Melvin Laird the other day said that bombing of dikes may be taking

place, but it is accidental and it only happens if there is a military target on top of the dike.

Does he really take the Vietnamese to be foolish enough to put a military installation on top

of a dike? Why did Mr Laird say that the United States might have accidentally bombed Viet-

namese dikes, dams and sluices while the Pentagon was ballyhooing the “accuracy” and “smart-

ness” of U.S. bombs?

She stressed the need to condemn the Nixon administration’s bombing of dikes and dams be-

cause it is fraught with the danger of causing losses which may last for decades for the Viet-

namese people.

She continued: [first few words in English, fading into Vietnamese translation—recorded] I be-

lieve that vicious Nixon knows what he is doing. By bombing the dikes and dams that have been
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built and protected for thousands of years Nixon has struck at the foundation of the Vietnamese

nation. Nixon is trying to defend himself, but he has no right to bomb the DRV. He has violated

the ¡954 Geneva agreements and the commitment made in ¡968 to stop bombing the north.

After analytically pointing out that Nixon’s present war escalation originated in his setbacks

in South Vietnam, sister Fonda said: [first few words in English, fading into Vietnamese trans-

lation—recording] The Vietnamese people have a 4,000-year history. These 4,000 years have

readied the Vietnamese people to handle any action taken by Nixon. I have the impression

that the Vietnamese people are struggling for their fallen heroes and heroines, for their 4,000-

year history and for their future generations. What I have learned here and which I will never

forget is that Vietnam is one nation, one country.

Refuting many of Nixon’s fallacious allegations about the Vietnam problem, especially the

claim that the north is aggressing against the south, sister Fonda stressed: [first few words in

English, fading into Vietnamese translation—recording] Nixon cannot end the war if he in-

sistently demands that the political issue be separated from the military issue. There is only

one way to end the war: to seriously respond to the PRGRSV’s seven-point proposal, which

is the most fair, sensible, reasonable and humanitarian proposal. The United States must set

a deadline for withdrawing all its military forces from South Vietnam and must cease its sup-

port for the Nguyen Van Thieu regime.

Jane Fonda answered many questions by domestic and foreign journalists. Answering a foreign

journalist’s question on the significance of the Democratic Party’s nomination of Senator Mc-

Govern as the Democratic presidential candidate, sister Fonda said: The American people are

fed up with the Vietnam war, which is radically dividing the United States. Senator McGovern

is a symbol of change, of a way out. Many rapid changes have taken place in the United States.

In answer to a question about the fact that some American warlike elements are threatening

to take legal action against her for treason, sister Fonda said: I think we must see the traitor.

I want to publicly accuse Nixon here of being a new-type Hitler whose crimes are being un-

veiled. I want to publicly charge that while waging the war of aggression in Vietnam he has

betrayed everything the American people have at heart. The tragedy is for the United States

and not for the Vietnamese people because the Vietnamese people will soon regain their in-

dependence and freedom.

But I am afraid that it will take the American people years to wipe out the crimes that Nixon

is committing in the name of the United States.

Asked about the most profound impression she had during her Vietnam visit, Jane Fonda an-

swered with a sincere, emotional tone: [¡ minute in English, fading into Vietnamese transla-

tion—recording] I have many profound impressions, but I will only speak of this morning.

This morning while I was sitting in the shadow of the temple of literature in Hanoi the alert

sounded. But I was watching the second act of a play by American playwright Arthur Miller.

The performers had just come back from the front. This alone proves that the Vietnamese peo-

ple will win.
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Message to U. S. Pilots

Hanoi in English to Southeast Asia [XX]

[Text] Now here is a recorded message from actress Jane Fonda to U.S. pilots involved in the

Vietnam war: [follows recorded female voice with American accent]
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This is Jane Fonda. I have come to North Vietnam to bear witness to the damage being done

to the Vietnamese land and to Vietnamese lives.

Just like the Thieu regime in Saigon which is sending its ARVN soldiers recklessly into dan-

gerous positions for fear that it will be replaced by the U.S. Government if it fails to score some

strategic military gains, so Nixon is continuing to risk your lives and the lives of the Ameri-

can prisoners of war under the bomb in a last desperate gamble to keep his o‡ce come No-

vember. How does it feel to be used as pawns? You may be shot down, you may perhaps even

be killed, but for what, and for whom?

Eighty percent of the American people, according to a recent poll, have stopped believing in

the war and think we should get out, think we should bring all of you home. The people back

home are crying for you. We are afraid of what, what must be happening to you as human be-

ings. For it isn’t possible to destroy, to receive salary for pushing buttons and pulling levers that

are dropping illegal bombs on innocent people, without having that damage your own souls.

Tonight when you are alone ask yourselves: What are you doing? Accept no ready answers fed to

you by rote from basic training on up, but as men, as human beings, can you justify what you are

doing? Do you know why you are flying these missions, collecting extra combat pay on Sunday?

The people beneath your planes have done us no harm. They want to live in peace; they want

to rebuild their country. They cannot understand what kind of people could fly over their

heads and drop bombs on them. Did you know that the antipersonnel bombs that are thrown

from some of your planes were outlawed by the Hague Convention of ¡907, of which the United

States was a signatory? I think that if you knew what these bombs were doing you would get very

angry at the men who invented them. They cannot destroy bridges or factories. They can-

not pierce steel or cement. Their only target is unprotected human flesh. The pellet bombs

now contain rough-edged plastic pellets and your bosses, whose minds think in terms of sta-

tistics not human lives, are proud of this new perfection. The plastic pellets don’t show up on

X-rays and cannot be removed. The hospitals here are filled with babies and women and old

people who will live for the rest of their lives in agony with these pellets embedded in them.

Can we fight this kind of war and continue to call ourselves Americans? Are these people so

di›erent from our own children, our mothers, or grandmothers? I don’t think so, except that

perhaps they have a surer sense of why they are living and for what they are willing to die.

I know that if you saw and if you knew the Vietnamese under peaceful conditions, you would hate

the men who are sending you on bombing missions. I believe that in this age of remote-con-

trolled push-button war, we must all try very, very hard to remain human beings. [recording

ends]

Additional Message to Pilots

Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War [XX]

72 B

[Text] And here is movie actress Jane Fonda addressing U.S. flyers and airmen [follows

recorded female voice With American accent]
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This is Jane Fonda in Hanoi. I’m speaking to the men in the cockpits of the Phantoms, in the B-

52’s, in the F-4’s; those of you who are still here fighting the war, in the air, on the ground; the guys

in the Anglico Corps, on the 7th Fleet, the Constellation, the Coral Sea, the Hancock, Ticonderoga,

the Kitty Hawk, the Enterprise.
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You know the war isn’t winding down. You know this because you’re fighting it. You know

this because you are to bomb (?and you call them in). You direct your artillery. You pull the

levers to release the bombs. You know the tonnage and the damage. You can see the hospi-

tals and churches in residential areas in smoke and ruin.

So you know that when Nixon says the war is winding down that he’s lying; that he has simply

changed his tactics. He thinks that he can get away with it, because he believes that we have

no conscience; that if he reduces the American casualties but kills more Vietnamese people

that we the American people won’t care.

But I think he has a very low opinion of the American people. And I think it’s a shame that

the United States of America is being governed by a person who thinks this way about us. He defies

our flag and all that it stands for in the eyes of the entire world.

All of you in your (?heart of hearts) know the lies. You know the cheating on the body counts,

the falsified battle reports, and the number of planes that are shot down and what your tar-

gets really are. Knowing who was doing the lying, should you then allow these same people and

same liars to define for you who your enemy is. Shouldn’t we then, shouldn’t we all examine

the reasons that have been given to us to justify the murder that you are being paid to com-

mit?

If they told you the truth, you wouldn’t fight, you wouldn’t kill. You were not born and brought

up by your mothers to be killers. So you have been—you have been told lies so that it would

be possible for you to kill. [recording ends]

That was Jane Fonda speaking to U. S. pilots and airmen.

Talk on Geneva Accords

Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War [XX]

[Text] Now listen to the movie actress, Jane Fonda, addressing the GI’s on the occasion of the

¡8th anniversary of the signing of the Geneva accords: [follows recorded female voice with

American accent]

This is Jane Fonda speaking from Hanoi on the occasion of the ¡8th anniversary of the sign-

ing of the Geneva accords. And one again I’m addressing myself to the U.S. men who are—

who have been sent here to fight, as well, as well as to myself, because I think that we, we have

to remind ourselves a little bit about the history of the U.S. involvement in the war. It’s, it’s,

umm, something that’s been kept from us, and it’s really important that we understand, uhh,

what our history here has been.

During the French Indochina war, during the time when Roosevelt was president of the United

States, he, Roosevelt, hadn’t made up his mind what the approach of the United States was

going to be to the French involvement in Indochina. But after Roosevelt came Harry Truman,

and Truman decided that he was going to take the side of the French, support the French

against the Vietnamese people. And Eisenhower, who became president after Truman, fol-

lowed a policy that Truman had already started. Only he went a little bit further, and by ¡953,

under the Eisenhower administration, the United States was financing 85 percent of the French

war against the Vietnamese people.
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Think of what that means in terms of taxes that our parents were paying in the United States,

quite unbeknownst to them —the taxes that our parents were having to pay in order to finance,

to buy weapons for the French to kill the Vietnamese people.
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In ¡954, the liberation forces of Vietnam defeated the French colonial army at Dien Bien Phu

in an historical battle. Following this victory, there was the Geneva conference and the ac-

cords were drawn up, the Geneva Accords. The two principal points of the accords called for

a temporary division of Vietnam into two military regroupment zones, two regroupment

zones, separating Vietnam into, temporarily into, a northern part and a southern part. Two

years after the Geneva Accords, that is to say in ¡956, there was to be a general election. It was

to be a general election held in which the people of Vietnam, from the north and the south,

would elect their president and reunify their country.

However, in ¡956 Eisenhower noted publicly that if the elections were held, Ho Chi Minh

would have been elected president of Vietnam by 80 percent of the votes, by 80 percent of the

people in Vietnam. And this was something that the United States didn’t want. And so, a man

by the name of Ngo Dinh Diem was installed as president of South Vietnam. Now, this act,

which has been very thoroughly documented in the Pentagon papers—and I think we should

all read those papers, at least the conden—condensed version of them, very attentively—it

clearly shows that this was an act caused by the United States.

A quote from the Pentagon papers says: South Vietnam is essentially the creation of the

United States. And that’s a very important thing to keep in mind when our government tells

us that there is an invasion from the north. We must remember, that there wouldn’t be a north

if it were not for the fact that, that the U.S. Government had violated the Geneva accords,

that Vietnam is in fact one country, with one language, with one history of struggle, with

one culture. There are no words in the Vietnamese language for North Vietnam or South Viet-

nam in fact.

President Kennedy once again violated the Geneva Accords when he set up the Military As-

sistance Advisory Group, or better known as MAAG, which supplied the Diem regime in

Saigon with arms and military advisers. One of the stipulations in the Geneva accord was that

there were to be no military personnel or advisers or arms sent into Vietnam.

There came a time in the beginning of the 60’s when (?it) became very apparent that the peo-

ple of Vietnam hated the Diem regime. The Buddhists began to uprise, umm, and uhh, at that

time it became impossible to hide the fact that Diem was, uhh, was in fact installed by the

United States, that he did not represent the people of Vietnam —no more than, than Thieu

does today—and it be came necessary to replace him.

And once again if we turn to the—to the Pentagon papers, that is to say the documents that

come from the United States Government, written by our leaders of that time, we see that there

was a military coup, uhh, with CIA complicity, which removed Diem, uhh, from o‡ce.

And then we come to President Johnson, and once again we have to turn to the Pentagon papers,

uhh, and it’s very interesting when you read about the so-called Tonkin Gulf incident. You will

find that it is a slight fabrication. This, this incident, which was used to justify our bombing of

the Democratic Republic of North Vietnam, this was the point of course at which the United States

sent, uhh, U.S. forces openly and in unit strength to Vietnam.
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Now, as Americans we should, we should appreciate, deeply appreciate, and understand the

struggle (?that the) Vietnamese people are, are fighting because we live in a country, we come

from a country of, uhh, which has fought a war of, of independence, and we shed much blood

and there was much sorrow over the losses from our war of, uhh, our, our revolution, the

American revolution, which we fought against the British, and we won despite the fact that

our, our soldiers were, were less professional, had le—had less weapons. We won because we
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knew why we were fighting, because we were fighting for freedom and independence. And in

that kind of a fight, there can be no compromise.

Now that is what the Vietnamese are fi—are fighting; they’re fighting for freedom. That is all

they’re asking for.

There is an invasion taking place. It’s taking place from the 7th Fleet, from the aircraft carriers,

from Thailand, from Guam, but essentially from the Pentagon and from the White House.

You men, it is not your fault. It is in fact tragic to think how you are being so cynically used

because the time is coming very soon, it is already half-way there, when people are admitting

openly that this is one of the most horrible crimes ever committed by one nation against an-

other.

(?Earlier) there was a time when Russia was, was the big monster. That was the excuse that

we used uhh, in the United States to build up, uhh in, during the cold war to build up, umm,

our military strength and, and develop nuclear weapons and terrible, uhh, arsenal of, of, of

death.

But what is the situation today? Today we have business men from the United States going to

Russia and doing business. We have uhh, uhh, you know our, our government leaders going

to Russia. We have the, uhh, you know a peaceful coa—coalition, coexistence with Russia.

Then (?it was) China which became the big, uhh, the big threat; that China was going to sud-

denly come across the Pacific Ocean and attack us. Uhh, and what is the situation today? We

have diplomats going to China. We have trade going on with China. Every day in the United

States there are articles talking about, about the, uhh, the beneficial e›ects of the Cultural Rev-

olution in China—when all these [words indistinct] of the United States—how the peasants

are living better, how famine’s been wiped out, how illiteracy and prostitution has been wiped

out.

(?And then) Vietnam, this tiny little country—but you see what is happening in the United

States is that even the men who at one time were planning and plotting the war are admitting

openly to the American public that this is a crime.

Former Secretary of Defense under the Johnson administration Clark Cli›ord, just the other

day, in the—in the, uhh, in the United States condemned the war in Vietnam. The former

negotiater in Paris, Averell Harriman, recently admitted in a—in an interview with the Wash-

ington Post that Nixon is sabotaging the Paris peace talks, that a solution to the war does exist

which would bring all of you home and release the prisoners of war. This solution is the seven-

point solution for peace put forward by the Provisional Revolutionary Government in Paris.

Now, I’m saying this because I think it would be very sad for any of you to be killed for a war

that very soon even, even the diehards in America are going to have to admit is, ahh, is, ahh,

is, is, is, is truly criminal. I think that it would be very sad to go on killing innocent civil-

ians—women, old people, and children—for a war that, ah, that is, is, uhh, that is being crit-

icized all around the world. [recording ends]
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That was Jane Fonda speaking to GI’s in South Vietnam. More messages of her will come to

you soon.

Meets Nguyen Duy Trinh, Departs

Hanoi VNA International Services in English [XX] 22 Ju¡ 72 [XX]
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[Text] Hanoi VNA July 22—American actress Jane Fonda yesterday paid a visit to Vice Pre-

mier Nguyen Duy Trinh who had a cordial talk with her and inquired about her health and

her family.

Jane Fonda told the vice premier of her impressions during her visit to Vietnam. She said she

had witnessed U. S. crimes in Hanoi capital, Hai Hung, Ha Tay and Nam Ha provinces and

was deeply impressed by the Vietnamese people’s solidarity and mutual sympathy and their

determination to materialize President Ho Chi Minh’s testament and bring the anti-U. S. ag-

gression for national salvation to complete victory.

Jane Fonda voiced her heartfelt thanks to the hospitable Vietnamese people who, she said, have

made a clear distinction between the U. S. imperialists who are the aggressors and the Amer-

ican people who are friends of the Vietnamese people in the struggle for peace and democ-

racy. She expressed her admiration for the age-old history and culture of the Vietnamese peo-

ple and their creativeness and tenacity. She said she was convinced that under the wise

leadership of the Vietnam Workers Party and the DRV Government the Vietnamese people

will certainly win brilliant victory.

The American actress left for home today.

Seeing her o› at the airport were members of the Vietnam Committee of Solidarity with the

American People and the Vietnam Film Artistes Association.
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Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War [XX] 24 Jul 72

[XX]

[Text] Now let’s listen to Jane Fonda speaking to U.S. pilots and airmen: [follows recorded fe-

male voice with American accent]

This is Jane Fonda in Hanoi. Yesterday, [XX], I’m told that the record for B-52 bombing raids

in Vietnam, [was set] and on July ¡4th, UPI, United Press International, reported that in “Op-

eration Linebacker” against North Vietnam in the first 99 days of the renewed air war in

North Vietnam, U.S. bombers flew more than 20,300 raids. In each of these raids, an average

of 2 tons of bombs were dropped on the country.

Now we know that B-52’s are strategic bombers. These are planes that were built, invented

to—in the event that a large country with its own air force and heavy arsenal of military

weapons like Russia, uhh, would, uhh, need to be attacked. To use B-52’s against the civilian

population is like trying to kill a butterfly with a machinegun. It’s barbaric.

I am assuming that because you are so far away from the land here, because you are on the

ships, or because you are in Thailand, or because you are so high up in the sky that you can

hardly see what it is you’re bombing, that you don’t really realize what the e›ect of these

bombs is.

And I think, I—I think that—well, the other day, for example, someone told me that one of

the pilots that was recent—recently shot down, uhh, near Hanoi, as he was, uhh, driven

across the river, uhh, uhh, he was, he was, uhh, being being rescued by, uhh, the people and

he was shown a bridge and the people said, uhh, that bridge was, uhh, bombed, uhh, recently.

And he said: Well, my parents are rich. Uhh, we can buy you a new bridge, we can a›ord to

build you a new bridge after the war. And the people said to him in Vietnamese and it was

then translated by the interpreter, they said, but can your parents replace our, our children,

our mothers, our wives who have been killed by your bombs? And the soldier hung his head

and he said: I didn’t think of that.
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I’ve heard this from several of the, uhh pilots—I didn’t think of that. I think we have to start

thinking about it. I think we have to start thinking about the incend—incendiary bombs that

are being dropped. These bombs asphyxiate people to death, people who are in the shelters.

Now, who goes into shelters? The women, the old people, and the children—they’re su›ocat-

ing to death. They’re being burned in ways that is beyond the imagination, and I think we

have to think about that.

What are you being told by your commanders? Are you being told that you’re bombing to help

the people? To save the country for democracy? What kind of democracy? Fifty thousand Amer-

ican lives have been lost here for a one-man election. Is that a democracy? What kind of democ-

racy when just after the last one-man election, the Thieu regime in the south passed new eco-

nomic reforms which were planned and set up by the United States.
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And what in fact do these reforms do? They benefit the U.S. businessman. They give him tax-

exempt go-ahead to make the most incredible kind of profits in South Vietnam. He will not

have to pay taxes, the rich men in America. They will not have to pay taxes on the fortunes

that they are making, o› the riches in South Vietnam.

And this country is a rich country—the soil is rich, the growth is rich, the tin, the tungsten,

the rubber, the lumber. Eisenhower knew it well, that why he said it was necessary for us to

finance 85 percent of the French, the French-Indochina war against the Vietnamese people.

The people in the Pentagon knew it. The Mekong Delta is called one of the richest pieces of

real estate in Asia.

But what does this have to do with you? What does this have to do with the masses of peo-

ple in America? It is not to our interest. In fact, it is quite the contrary. You know that there

is rising unemployment in the United States. There is for the first time since ¡893 a trade deficit,

an imbalance of payments, inflation.

In fact, the war is falling on the backs of the working people of America. What are our cor-

porate bosses doing? They are going into countries like Vietnam or trying to—they’re going

into the Philippines, into Brazil, into Okinawa, into other, what we call underdeveloped coun-

tries around the world, and they’re setting up factories, factories which make component

parts. One part will be made in the Philippines, another part will be made in Vietnam, an-

other part will be made in—in Brazi. They would be assembled in Mexico and they’ll be sold

on the American market at American prices. But the American worker will not be given a job,

and why are the bosses going elsewhere and why are they trying to go to Vietnam? Because

the workers are paid from 40 to 90 percent less than the workers in the United States?

When you’re on the ground in South Vietnam and you see the ESSO signs and the Shell signs

and the Coca-Cola signs and the Hondas and the TV sets. And it is after all for that that you’re

fighting.

Is that worth risking your life for? Is that worth killing innocent people for? I think not. And

in fact, what is the war doing? The war is only making the people of Vietnam understand who

their enemy really is.

There was a time perhaps when a certain amount of the peasants were unclear. I don’t really

know because I have never spent enough time in Vietnam to really know that. But I do know

now because I’ve talked to many, many, many people of all kinds in the er—the northern part

of Vietnam. And I have spoken to many of the Vietnamese students in the United States. And

I know that they say that because of the incredible killing and slaughter and the number of bombs

that are falling on the people of Vietnam, they now know very clearly who their enemy is.
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And their enemy is not—are not people from another part of their own country who are com-

ing down to help them fight. The enemy to them are the people who are sending the planes

to drop bombs on them. These people are—are, as I’m sure you know, their [as heard] 80, 80

percent of the people in Vietnam are peasants.

They live in their land. It is part of them and their land is being destroyed and so they will

fight, and they will fight to the end. And this is not—these are not easy, empty words. When

it comes to national freedom and independence, you can make no compromise. Like in—like

in loving, if you love a woman, you don’t compromise, you either love her or don’t love her.
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For the United States of America, if our country was attacked, we wouldn’t compromise, we

would fight to the end.

Well, the Vietnamese people will fight to the end, and their determination is something in-

credibly beautiful to see. Despite all of the su›ering, despite the tears that have been shed,

there is much determination. They are continuing, as I’m sure you know, in the battlefields

of the south, they are winning.

The Thieu regime has not taken back one inch of liberated territory despite all his promises. He

has sent his two el—elements of his two best divisions into the Quang Tri area, and they are

being decimated—the paratroopers and the marines—they are scared. Nixon and Thieu are

scared. And that’s why they are sending some of the—of their—of their ARVN soldiers into

incredibly dangerous situations.

So I think that—that maybe American people have to begin to see clearly who is fighting who

and for what, and should we be fighting on the side of the people who are, who are murder-

ing innocent people, should we be trying to defend a government in Saigon which is putting

in jail tens of thousands of people into the tiger cages, beating them, torturing them —I have

met some of these victims and it is a horrible thing to see.

And I don’t think as Americans, we who come from a country which was founded on free-

dom, independence, and democracy, that we should be risking our lives or fighting to defend

that kind of government. [recording ends]

You have just listened to Jane Fonda’s address to American pilots and airmen.
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HANOI BROADCAST [XX]

Talk to U.S. Pilots

Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War [XX] 25 Jul 72 B

[Text] Now listen to Jane Fonda’s recorded talk to U.S. pilots and airmen during her recent

visit to Hanoi. [follows recorded female voice with American accent]

Perhaps it would be a good thing if all of us knew something about the country that we are

fighting against and the country that you are dropping your bombs on. Vietnam is a very old

country—3,000 years before Christ was born the Vietnamese people fought against the Chi-

nese feudal lords who had taken the land away from the peasants. In 40 AD the first insur-

rection occurred among the Vietnamese people to get the Chinese lords out of their land and

win back freedom and independence. This insurrection was lead by two sisters, Trung Hi and

Trung Trac.

The Vietnamese people have—have fought against many outside aggressors. For example, the

Mongolian Army, lead by Ghenghis Khan, 500,000 profess—professional trained soldiers who
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had swept through Europe and Asia, who had conquered half of the world, arrived in Viet-

nam and were stopped by the Vietnamese peasants. After the—after the Vietnamese people

defeated the Mongolian Army, they gave them the ships—Vietnam-Vietnamese ships, to take

the Mongolian Army back to where they came from. The Vietnamese people have fought

against the Chinese, have fought against the Japanese, and have fought against the French.

They defeated the French colonial army at the battle of Dien Bien Phu in ¡954, and it was after

that battle that the Geneva Accords were signed. These accords said that Vietnam would be

temporarily divided into two parts—into two regroupment zones, but that this division was

only to be a temporary one, and that Vietnam was to be reunited in ¡956, by general elec-

tions. Dwight D. Eisenhower was president of the United States at that time, and he admit-

ted that if elections had been held as they were supposed to be according to the Geneva ac-

cords, President Ho Chi Minh would have been elected president of the reunited Vietnam by

80 percent of the votes.

The United States did not want Ho Chi Minh to be president of Vietnam although this is what

80 percent of the Vietnamese people wanted, and so, as has been proven by the Pentagon pa-

pers, the CIA organized a military coup which overthrew [pause] which prevented elections,

and installed a puppet government under Ngo Dinh Diem.

The Diem regime was no di›erent than the Thieu regime of today. It is a regime which is kept

in power because of American money and American technology against the wishes of the Viet-

namese people. You are told many other things, perhaps, by the United States Government,

but anyone who has been here and talked to the people, knows that the Vietnamese people

do not like Thieu, they do not—not like the fact that he is arresting tens of thousands of peo-

ple, like yourselves, young people in the streets of South Vietnam who are speaking out against

the war and demanding peace.
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These people are being put into prison, they are being beaten, they are being tortured. The

economy of their country is being ruined by the corrupt government in the south and by the

presence of the U.S. military.

You must understand that the people of Vietnam are peasants. They live with the land—the

land is a part of their lives, as it has been for thousands of years. Every time you drop your

bombs on the heads of these peasants it becomes clearer to them —to them who the enemy

is. How could they possibly by asking for help from a country which is destroying their land,

their crops, killing their people, mutilating their babies. How can we continue to rain this kind

of terror on these people who want nothing more than to live in peace and freedom and in-

depencence.

All American people who consider themselves patriotic must begin to ask themselves some

serious questions about what we are doing in Vietnam. We must stop thinking that we have

to follow orders like robots. Let us stop being robots. [recording ends]

Talk with Saigon Students

Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War [XX]

[Text] Now listen to Jane Fonda’s recorded talk with Saigon students: [follows recorded female

voice with American accent]

This is Jane Fonda in Hanoi. I am very honored to be a guest in your country, and I loudly con-

demn the crimes that have been committed by the U.S. Government in the name of the Ameri-

can people against your country.
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A growing number of people in the United States not only demand an end to the war, an end

to the bombing, a withdrawal of all—all U.S. troops and an end to the support of the Thieu

clique, but we indentify with the struggle of your people. We have understood that we have a

common enemy—U.S. imperialism. We have understood that we have a common struggle and

that your victory will be the victory of the American people and all peace-loving people

around the world. Your struggle and your courage in the face of the most unbelievable hard-

ships has inspired all of us in the deepest part of our hearts. We follow very closely the crimes

that are being committed against you by the Thieu regime; the people, the brave people who

are speaking out for peace and independence, who are being put away into prisons, in the—

in the tiger cages.

We have come to know something about your country because in the United States there are

students from the southern part of Vietnam, from Saigon, from Hue, from Da Nang. They

have taken a very active stand against the war, and they are speaking out loudly to the Amer-

ican people and explaining to us that Vietnam is one country with one culture and one his-

toric struggle and one language.

As a result of their protest against the war, the repression of the U.S. Government and the

Saigon clique is coming down on their heads as well. For example, in the first week of June,

four of the students received letters from the U.S. State Department saying that their AID

scholarships had been terminated as of June ¡, and that tickets were waiting for them to take

them back to Saigon on orders of the Thieu regime. Among these four students was Nguyen

Thai Binh.

We condemn the murder of Ngueyn Thai Binh who wanted to do nothing more then to re-

turn to his people and fight for freedom and inde—independence for his country. We are in-

vestigating this murder and we will do everything we can so that the people responsible for

it will be brought to justice.

The Vietnamese students in the United States are very homesick.
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They call themselves the orphans of Vietnam and they are longing for the day when they can

return to—to Vietnam and live in a little house in the countryside and raise chickens. This

is what they’ve told us. For the time being, however, they feel that their duty is to remain in

the United States and do their political work among the American people.

As an American woman I would like to tell you that the forces that you are fighting against

go far beyond the bombs and the technology. In our country people are very unhappy. People

have no reason for living. They are very alienated from their work, from each other and from his-

tory and culture. We have discovered, especially the young people in the United States, that a

society of luxury and wealth is not the answer to peace and happiness.

Your leading poet To Huu described the cancer of cons—of the consumer society as the poi-

soning of people’s souls. We have followed closely the encroachment of the American cancer

in the southern part of your country, especially around Saigon. And we hope very soon that,

working together, we can remove this cancer from your country so that the misery and un-

happiness that has come to the American people very deep in their souls will not happen to

the Vietnamese people. And we thank you for your brave and courageous and heroic fight.

Recently in the United States we’ve been doing a lot of political propaganda work among the

students and the soldiers with your Vietnamese comrades. And they taught me a song that

they tell me was written by students in the prisons who have been imprisoned by the Thieu

regime in the south and I’d like to sing the song for you, and I—I—I ask your forgiveness for
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my accent. I—I hope that I’m not going to make any mistakes and say anything obscene.

[short laugh, then singing in Vietnamese]
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HANOI BROADCASTS ADDITIONAL ALLEGED JANE FONDA PROGRAMS

[XX]

Hanoi in English to Southeast Asia ¡000 GMT 29 Jul 72 B

[Text] We now bring you a recorded speech to Saigonese troops by American actress Jane

Fonda: [follows a recorded female voice with American accent]

This is Jane Fonda from Hanoi. I’m addressing myself to the ARVN soldiers.

Many people in the United States deplore what is being done to you. We understand that Nixon’s

aggression against Vietnam is a rascist aggression, that the American war in Vietnam is a ras-

cist war, a white man’s war—(?which) was very clearly indicated when Ambassador to Saigon

Elsworth Bunker described the Vietnamization program as changing the color of the corpses.

We deplore that you are being used as cannonfodder for U.S. imperialism. We’ve seen pho-

tographs of American bombs and antipersonnel weapons being dropped, wantonly, acciden-

tally perhaps, on your heads, on the heads of your comrades. And we note with interest that

(?these) kind of accidents don’t happen, at least not with as much frequency, to American sol-

diers, and we think this is an indication of the lack of concern that is being taken for your

lives by the white American o‡cers, both in Vietnam and in the Pentagon and in the White

House—not to mention the o‡cers in Saigon who have been bought o› by the ruling class

of the United States.

We’ve seen photographs of many of you clinging to the helicopters trying to escape from

what you knew was a suicide mission. We understand that you have been pressganged, many

of you, into the army because your land has been destroyed by American bombs, because there

are no other jobs to be had in Saigon, perhaps because you have to support your family, be-

cause you will be the—you will be put in jail and beaten if you tried to avoid the draft.

We well understand the kind of situation that you are put in because American soldiers are

in the same kind of situation, and we feel that—that you have much in common. You are being

sent to fight a war that is not in your interests but is the interest of the small handful of peo-

ple who have gotten rich and hope to get richer o› this war and o› the turning of your coun-

try into a neocolony of the United States.

We read with interest about the growing mumbers of you who are understanding the truth

and joining with your fellow countrymen to fight for freedom and independence and democ-

racy. We note with interest, for example, that as in the case of the 56th Regiment of the 3d

Division of the Saigon army, ARVN soldiers are taken into the ranks of the National Libera-

tion Front, including o‡cers who may retain their rank.
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We think that this is an example of the fact that the democratic, peace-loving, patriotic Viet-

namese people want to embrace all Vietnamese people in forgiveness, open their arms to all

people who are willing to fight against the foreign invader.

We know what U.S. imperialism has done to our country in the United States, how it is a›ect-

ing the working people of the United States and particularly the people of (?courage). And so

we know what lies in store for any third world country that could have the misfortune of falling

into the hands of a country such as the United States and becoming a colony. [pause]
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We all are striving very hard, the peace-loving people of the United States, to end this war as

soon as possible so that you can all return to your families in the condition of freedom and

independence. We understand that the only way to end the war is for the United States to with-

draw all its troops, all its airplanes, its bombs, its generals, its CIA advisers and to stop the

support of the Thieu regime in Saigon, this man who has defiled not only his own country

but the United States. The support of such a criminal is a blight on the American (?society

which will take a long time to erase). [recording ends]

You’ve just listened to a Jane Fonda recorded speech to Saigonese troops.

[XX]

Hanoi in English to Europe, Africa and the Middle East 2000 GMT 28 Jul 72 B

[Text] We now bring you a recorded message by American actress Jane Fonda to U.S. ser-

vicemen in South Vietnam. [follows recorded female voice with American accent]

This is Jane Fonda speaking from Hanoi. I read in the paper yesterday that Melvin Laird has

admitted that it is possible that the dikes in North Vietnam have been hit by American bombs.

He goes on to say that—that this can happen when there are military installations on top of

the dikes, military convoys or material on or near the dike.

As someone who has spent now 2 weeks in North Vietnam, who has travelled in the coun-

tryside, who has seen the dikes, I find this laughable. Does anyone really believe that the Viet-

namese people would be foolish enough to drag military material, antiaircraft guns, through

the rice fields where there are no roads, where it’s di‡cult to even walk, and place them on

top of the dikes, which are made of earth, thus attracting the bombs of the American planes?

If you stand on top of any of the dikes in the Red River Delta, you can see around you for

miles. It is flat land. It is rice land. It is very visible, very clear to anyone that there are no mil-

itary installations whatsoever. There are no trucks. There are no convoys. There are no anti-

aircraft guns.

I have seen the dikes bombed. I have seen them cut in half. For miles around you can the rice

paddies spread out, and suddenly right around the most strategic and vulnerable point of the

dike system, the bomb craters begin—huge bomb craters, sometimes ¡0 meters across and 8

meters deep.

There are many kinds of bombs being dropped. Some of them are bombs that explode and

cut the dikes in half. Some of them, however, pierce the earth laterally. They are delayed ex-

plosion bombs which lie dormant underneath the dikes to explode later. Some of them are

causing earthquakes which make deep fissures into the dike system, so that later when the

heavy rains come, the dikes will break and the area will be flooded.
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I make an urgent appeal for all people around the world. This is a very grave and a very se-

rious situation. The season of heavy rains is soon to begin. The people of Vietnam have spent

many thousands of years building their dike system. Since the Middle Ages the Red River Delta

has been struggled against, just as the Vietnamese people have fought against foreign invad-

ing armies. They have struggled against nature and they have won back the Red River Delta.

They have conquered the Red River. They have claimed the land as their own.

These dikes are made of earth. There is no way to convey the labor, the hundreds of people,

whose labor goes into building these dikes. It takes many years to construct them, moving

the earth, packing it in—packing it into place.
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The dikes that are destroyed this year will take many years to be rebuilt because the earth has

to become solidified in order to hold back the heavy waters during the—the heavy rain sea-

sons. So the damage that is done this year by Nixon’s strategic bombing of the dike system

will endanger not only the lives and their crops of the people this year, but for many years to

come. It may cause famine. It may cause epidemics.

There is only on way to stop Richard Nixon from committing mass genocide in the Democ-

ratic Republic of Vietnam, and that is for a mass protest all around the world of all peace-

loving people to expose his crimes, to prevent him from following the people of the world

into thinking that if there are floods this year it would be a natural disaster.

It is a very clever scheme that he is attempting to carry out. [words indistinct] in Vietnam to

justify the floods if they happen. But since the revolution of ¡945, when this country was mo-

bilized and organized in such a way so that the dikes could be reparied and rebuilt and rein-

forced every year, there have been no disastrous floods. They have been minimized [words

indistinct] fortified to such a degree that the terrible damages that were done in ¡945 and ¡946

have been prevented.

And I can tell you if someone who has witnessed this [words indistinct] that if this year this

land is flooded the finger can be pointed at Richard Nixon. And I think—I think (?it’s cited)

by Professor Yves Lacoste of the University of Paris—who is a geographer and he has studied

very carefully the situation here—the damage would be worse than if he had ordered the

dropping of atmoic bombs.

Just to give you one example of the kind of incredible lies that are being told by the spokes-

men of the White House, on July ¡8, at least a dozen foreign correspondents went to the dis-

trict of Nam Sach to witness the bombing that had taken place to the dike system on July 9.

While they were there, U.S. planes dropped 28 bombs on the most strategic and vulnerable

point on the dike system. The ¡2 correspondents were almost killed by these—by these bombs.

And several days later word came from the White House that the bombing had never ta—

taken place. [recording ends]

That was American actress Jane Fonda speaking to U.S. servicemen in South Vietnam.
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ADDRESS TO GI’S IN SOUTH VIETNAM ATTRIBUTED TO JANE FONDA

Hanoi in English to Europe, Africa and the Middle East 2000 GMT [XX]

[Text] We now bring you American Actress Jane Fonda’s address to American GI’s in South

Vietnam [follows recorded female voice with American accent]:

This is Jane Fonda speaking from Hanoi. A phenomenon has been taking place in the United

States called the GI movement.

In ¡968 the situation in the American army was qualitatively changed. Prior to ¡968, many of

the soldiers—the grunts, the [word indistinct], the ground troops in South Vietnam —had

believed what their o‡cers and their generals had told them: that they were there to help the

Vietnamese people, that large areas of Vietnam had been pacified, that the war was about to

be won.

If you recall, at the end of ¡967 General Westmoreland announced: We can now see the light

at the end of the tunnel. And 2 months later the Tet o›ensive occurred. And the soldiers were

forced to face certain facts. They realized that in order for the o›ensive to have taken place, it

meant that the very people that they were told had been pacified were in fact part and parcel
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of the liberation fighters. Is was these people who were helping the soldiers bring weapons into

town, hidden into the laundry baskets and the—and the bunches of flowers. It was these peo-

ple who were part of the struggle.

The men were attacked for the first time on their own American bases and they had to start

asking themselves questions. And they began to realize that they had been lied to. And since

these young men are no longer (?John Waynes)—they’re not like their fathers in the Second

World War—they began to say no: We no longer want to die for someone else’s lies. We will

no longer be wounded for a war that we do not understand and do not believe in.

In ¡969–¡970 the desertions in the American army tripled. The desertions of the U. S. soldiers

almost equalled the desertions from the ARVN army, and in the United States we laughingly

said it was the Vietnamization of the American army.

The new recruits sent to South Vietnam were separated from the guys who had been there for

a while behind barbed wire so they wouldn’t find out what had been going on. The men had

to turn in their arms at night. Why? Because there were so many U. S. o‡cers being killed.

Fragging—the word fragging entered the English language. What it meant was that the sol-

diers would prefer to roll a fragmentation grenade under the tent flap of their o‡cer, if he

was a gung-ho o‡cer who was going to send them out on a suicide mission, rather than go

out and shoot people that they—that they did not feel were their enemy.

In America we do not condone the killing of American o‡cers—we do not condone the killing

of anyone—but we do support the soldiers who are beginning to think for themselves. I’ve spent 2

years working with the antiwar soldiers in the United States, in the Philippines, in Okinawa, and in

Japan. I’ve seen the movement grow from a movement of individuals taking courageous action

as individuals to thousands of soldiers taking collective action to voice their protest against the

war—marching, demonstrating in uniform and holding up their ID cards, risking to—going to

jail if necessary, jumping ship, the petition campaigns which started on the Constellation in San

Diego and spread to the Coral Sea, the Ticonderoga, the Enterprise, the Hancock, the Kitty Hawk.
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And word about the resistance within the American military has spread throughout the United

States. There was a time when people in the peace movement thought that anyone in uniform,

anyone who was coming over here to support the Thieu regime, must be the enemy. But we

have realized that most of these young men were not fortunate enough to get draft deferments,

were not privileged enough to have good lawyers or doctors [words indistinct]. These are the

sons of the American working class. They’re the sons of the hardhats. They’re guys who came

because they thought it was the thing to do, or because it was the only way they could get an

education, or because it was the only way that they could learn a skill. They believed in the

army, but when they were here, when they discovered that their o‡cers were incompetent, usu-

ally drunk, when they discovered that the Vietnamese people had a fight that they believed in,

that the Vietnamese people were fighting for much the same reason that we fought in the be-

ginning of our own country, they began to ask themselves questions.

And one of the biggest things (?they began to think) about the U.S. Government and about the

U.S. military in particular is that it doesn’t allow people to think for themselves. It tries to turn

us into robots. And the young people of America, and particularly the soldiers, are beginning to

say: We don’t want to be robots anymore; we will define for ourselves who our enemy is.

Perhaps the soldiers who have been the first to recognize the nature of the war in Vietnam are

those soldiers who have su›ered the most in the United States—the black soldiers, the brown

soldiers, and the red and Asian soldiers.
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Recently on a tour of the U.S. bases on the Pacific rim —in Okinawa, Japan and the Philip-

pines—I had the chance to talk to a great many of these guys and they all expressed their recog-

nition of the fact that this is a white man’s war, a white businessman’s war, that they don’t feel

it’s their place to kill other people of color when at home they themselves are oppressed and

prevented from determining their own lives.

Women in the military—those who are so often forgotten—have their own way of identify-

ing with the Vietnamese struggle. I heard horrifying stories about the treatment of women in

the U.S. military. So many women said to me that one of the first things that happens to them

when they enter the service is that they are taken to see the company psychiatrist and they are

given a little lecture which is made very clear to them that they are there to service the men. They

are given birth control pills. This is a big shock to these girls who come into the service with all

kinds of high ideals about what the army will do for them, and the kind of training that they will

get.

This very powerful grassroots movement—the GI movement—is forging probably the most

important link in the United States—the link between the white middle class peace movement

and the working class. These men who are coming back from Vietnam, their lives in fragments,

are putting the pieces back together in a new kind of way with a new kind of understanding.

And in doing so, as they go into the factories—those who are lucky enough to get jobs—or

as they stand in—in the unemployment lines, they are beginning to change the political com-

plection of the American working class.

In California particularly—at least I can talk about California because that’s where I’m from —

the rank and file insurgency among the working class has augmented in the last 6 to 7 months

(?steadily), and this is particularly due to speed up of mandatory overtime, peculiarly true in

the major industries such as steel and auto. The young workers, particularly with the new con-

sciousness, have become aware of the fact that they’ve been sold out by the national labor lead-

ership and they’re indicating that a new alliance may need to be formed between workers and

students.

Like the soldiers on active duty, the thing that the young workers resent the most is the fact

that—that their lives are being destroyed that they are alienated from their work, that they’re

treated like robots.

I think it’s important that people in Vietnam as well as other parts of the world know this—

that while America preaches prosperity, the workers of America are su›ering more than ever

before. The suicide rate among workers has risen more than ever before. They are beginning

to realize that Nixon’s economic reform is in fact falling on their back. [recording ends]

You have just listened to American Actress Jane Fonda’s address to American GI’s in South

Vietnam.
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ALLEGED JANE FONDA IMPRESSIONS OF TALK WITH U.S. POW’S

Hanoi in English to American Servicemen Involved in the Indochina War ¡300 GMT ¡5 Aug

72 B

[Text] Here is Jane Fonda telling her impressions after meeting captured U. S. pilots in the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam: [follows recorded female voice with American accent]

This is Jane Fonda speaking from Hanoi. Yesterday evening, July ¡9, I had the opportunity of

meeting seven U.S. pilots. Some of them were shot down as long ago as ¡968 and some of them

had been shot down very recently. They are all in good health. We had a very long talk, a very
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open and casual talk. We exchanged ideas freely. They asked me to bring back to the Ameri-

can people their sense of disgust of the war and their shame for what they have been asked to

do.

They told me that the pilots believe they are bombing military targets. They told me that the

pilots are told that they are bombing to free their buddies down below, but, of course, we all

know that every bomb that falls on North Vietnam endangers the lives of the American pris-

oners.

They asked me: What can you do? They asked me to bring messages back home to their loved

ones and friends, telling them to please be as actively involved in the peace movement as pos-

sible, to renew their e›orts to end the war.

One of the men who has been in the service for many, many years has written a book about

Vietnamese history, and I thought this was very moving, that during the time he’s been here,

and the time that he has had to reflect on what he has been through and what he has done to

this country, he has—his thought has turned to this country, its history of struggle and the

people that live here.

They all assured me that they have been well cared for. They—they listen to the radio. They

receive letters. They are in good health. They asked about news from home.

I think we all shared during the time that I spent with them a sense of—of deep sadness that

a situation like this has to exist, and I certainly felt from them a very sincere desire to explain

to the American people that this war is a terrible crime and that it must be stopped, and that

Richard Nixon is doing nothing except escalating it while preaching peace, endangering their

lives while saying he cares about the prisoners.

And I think one of the things that touched me the most was that one of the pilots said to me

that he was reading a book called “The Draft,” a book written by the American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, and that in reading this book, he had understood a lot about what had hap-

pened to him as a human being in his ¡6 years of military service. He said that during those

¡6 years, he had stopped relating to civilian life, he had forgotten that there was anything else

besides the military and he said in realizing what had happened to him, he was very afraid

that this was happening to many other people.

I was very encouraged by my meeting with the pilots (?because) I feel that the studying and

the reading that they have been doing during their time here has taught them a great deal in

putting the pieces of their lives back together again in a better way, hopefully, and I am sure

that when—when they go home, they will go home better citizens than when they left.
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HANOI RADIO ATTRIBUTES TALK ON DRV VISIT TO JANE FONDA

Hanoi in English to [XX] Involved in the Indochina War ¡300 GMT 22 Aug 72 B

[Text] Here’s Jane Fonda telling her impressions at the end of her visit to the Democratic Re-

public of Vietnam: [Follows recorded female voice with American accent]

This is Jane Fonda. During my 2-week visit in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, I’ve had

the opportunity to visit a great many places and speak to a large number of people from all

walks of life—workers, peasants, students, artists and dancers, historians, journalists, film ac-

tresses, soldiers, militia girls, members of the women’s union, writers.

I visited the (Dam Xuac) agricultural Co-op, (?in Ha Tay Province), where the silkworms are
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also raised and thread is made. I visited a textile factory, a kindergarten in Hanoi. The beau-

tiful temple of literature was where I saw traditional dances and heard songs of resistance.

I also saw an unforgettable ballet about the guerrillas training bees in the south to attack enemy

soldiers. The bees were danced by women, and they did their job well.

In the shadow of the temple of literature I saw Vietnamese actors and actresses perform the

second act of Arthur Miller’s play “All My Sons,” and this was very moving to me—the fact

that artists here are translating and performing American plays while the U.S. imperialists are

bombing their country.

I cherish the memory of the blushing militia girls on the roof of their factory, encouraging

one of their sisters as she sang a song praising the blue sky of Vietnam —these women, who

are so gentle and poetic, whose voices are so beautiful, but who, when American planes are

bombing their city, become such good fighters.

I cherish the way a farmer evacuated from Hanoi, without hesitation, o›ered me, an Ameri-

can, their best individual bomb shelter while U.S. bombs fell near by. The daughter and I, in

fact, shared the shelter wrapped in each others arms, cheek against cheek. It was on the road

back from Nam Dinh, where I had witnessed the systematic destruction of civilian targets—

schools, hospitals, pagodas, the factories, houses and the dike system.

As I left the United States 2 weeks ago, Nixon was again telling the American people that he

was winding down the war, but in the rubble-strewn streets of Nam Dinh, his words echoed

with the sinister [words indistinct] of a true killer. And like the young Vietnamese woman I

held in my arms clinging to me tightly—and I pressed my cheek against hers—I thought, this

is a war aginst Vietnam perhaps, but the tragedy is America’s.

One thing that I have learned beyond the shadow of a doubt since I’ve been in this country is

that Nixon will never be able to break the spirit of these people; he’ll never be able to turn

Vietnam, north or south, into a neocolony of the United States by bombing, by invading, by

attacking in any way. One has only to go into the countryside and listen to the peasants de-

scribe the lives they led before the revolution to understand why every bomb that is dropped

only strengthens their determination to resist.

I’ve spoken to many peasants who talked about the days when they and their parents had to

sell themselves out to landlords as virtually slaves, when there were very few schools and much

illiteracy, inadequate medical care, when they were not masters of their own lives.

But now, despite the bombs, despite the crimes being created—being committed against them

by Richard Nixon, these pepple own their own land, build their own schools—the children

are learning, literacy—illiteracy is being wiped out, there is no more prostitution as there was

during the time when this was a French colony. In other words, the people lave taken power

into their own hands, and they are controlling their own lives.

And after 4,000 years of struggling against nature and foreign invaders—and the last 25 years,

prior to the revolution, of struggling against French colonialism —I don’t think that the peo-

ple of Vietnam are about to compromise in nay way, shape or form about the freedom and

independence of their country, and I think Richard Nixon would do well to read Vietnamese

history, particularly their poetry, and particularly the poetry written by Ho Chi Minh. [record-

ing ends]
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